YewdaleMovascreen

Fast, flexible, free-standing screening
and partition solutions for hospitals

Fast
delivery
direct to
site

With the need for hospitals and healthcare settings to quickly deploy extra bed space,
Movascreen offers a hygienic and quick privacy screening solution for patients between beds
where you can’t utilise curtains.
The free-standing partition comprises of a panel which is made from anti-bacterial easy clean
PVC and firmly secured to a durable powder coated steel post frame, making Movascreen very
flexible and hygienic in its use.

Anti-bacterial materials:

Caption

The panel is made from our Dart PVC range
which offers exceptional performance
qualities. It is easy to wipe down and
sanitise, has full Biosafe accreditation due
it’s anti-microbial properties and is also fire
retardant to BS5867 Part 2 Type B. The posts
are also powder coated so they can be easily
wiped down with a detergent solution.
Please see page 2 for the colour range >>
Movascreen part of the Movatrack range
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Quick to
assemble:

Easy to
store:

Movascreen is a
free-standing
partition and
screen so requires
no specialist fitting
skills and can be
quickly assembled
by two people in
less than a minute.

Movascreen can be
erected and
dismantled
multiple times to
be used in a variety
of different
settings. Whilst not
in use or in transit,
the panels can be
rolled up and the
posts can be
stacked to take up
less space.

Replaceable anti-infection panels:

The PVC panel is secured to the standalone posts by
strong heavy duty velcro, making the solution very
adaptable to your changing needs. You can remove the
PVC panel and replace with another length or a different
colour, as well as configure multiple panels into a variety
of layouts as and when required. You can also order
additional or replacement individual panels and posts.

Bespoke sizing
and colours:

Movascreen is typically available in sizes of
1.5m high by 1.5m or 2.5m in length as a
complete solution comprising of two posts
and one panel but we can tailor any order to
your requirements. We also offer the PVC
panel in a range of 14 colours (see below) so
you can choose a colour to suit your space.

Colours available include:

White

Magnolia

Iron

Burgundy

Bottle Green

Navy

Black

Vanilla

Beige

Grey

Pink

Mint

Sea Blue

Black / White
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